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        The Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N has a Fixed Boom Arm Mic Boom Style
The Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N supports Noise Cancelling
Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N Datasheet
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        Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N
The Plantronics headsets are famous for their crystal clear sound quality and voice clarity features. The Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N headsets allow the workers to communicate with the customers, and to understand them easily. This does not make any difference that from what part of the world they are from. It is also one of the reasons that all major call centres use the Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N headsets. This is also due to the fact that due to the noise cancelling feature the call centers prefer the Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N. The Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N is specially designed for the office workers so they can use it easily in their office. This has helped the office employers to perform the multitasking easily during their working hours. This also helps in the increased performance of the office employers
With the use of the Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N you will experience the unprecedented performance and style. You will get the sleek look headset with the superior audio quality and comfort. The use of the plush leatherette and nylon composite materials has made this headset light weight. This helps the workers to wear the headsets for hours comfortably. The superior noise cancelling is possible due to the extendable low sitting microphone. With the use of the Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N you will not miss a word from your customers. You will also experience the crystal clear conversations with the wideband support. This will help you to hear every nuance
The users of the Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N experience the high comfort due to the superior balance and ergonomic design. This also gives user the opportunity that you wear the single earpiece or dual earpiece. The single earpiece will help you to hear the conversations around you and hear the person on the phone call too. With the use of the dual earpiece you will also be able to cut the all the distracting background noises. With the 10 foot coil cord you will also be able to walk away from the PC or Phone while wearing your own headset
The Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N also has the features that you can use it as the USB audio processor. You can also use these headsets with the desk phones. This also helps the users to use it with the unified communication applications. The Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N is supported with the two years warranty

For further Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N Headset features please click here
For the Plantronics Encore Pro HW291N Headset user manual click here
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        More Information	Warranty	12 Months Warranty
	Connectivity	Wired
	Noise Cancelling	Yes
	Headset Style	Over the head
	Mic Boom Style	Fixed Boom Arm
	Number Of Ear Pieces	One (Monaural)
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